Executive Summary
While the median household income rose 5.2% in 2015, it is still below 1999 levels. With stagnant
income and increasing expenses, our middle-class is suffering.
From January 1999 to January 2016, the cost of living, as pegged by the Consumer Price Index, has
increased by 44%. In a survey conducted by Harris Poll in 2016, more than 38% of full-time working
adults say that they live paycheck to paycheck. Another 19% said that they were not able to make
ends meet last year.
There are many across the country that are trying to increase wages by pushing for a $15/ hour
minimum wage. However, until those efforts pass, we have to focus on helping consumers decrease
expenditures in order to increase savings.
The world is getting more tempting. From the growing persuasiveness of advertising and “one-click”
payment methods, it is becoming harder for consumers to resist the temptation to buy. Even when
consumers try to be fiscally responsible by setting auto-savings, preliminary research by Daniel
Fernandes has shown that many people who have auto-savings will still incur credit card debt
because they do not adjust their expenses to account for savings.
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What we are doing
In 2016, we focused on first trying to understand this problem more deeply by tackling
questions such as:
Which expenses do people regret?
Where do people think they can cut back?
Can we use social influence to reduce spending?
Most of our work has been research driven, as this is an unexplored area in the field. We
partnered with two organizations, Qapital, a mobile savings app, and Plaid, a software
company that allows a variety of financial-technology startups to access their customers’
bank account information. With their help we have created two prototypes to learn how to
help people cut back on their expenses. In addition, we added to our theoretical
understanding of why people choose to spend in the present, even when the future is only a
few minutes away. These prototypes are research tools to increase our understanding of
human behavior and are not yet targeted to reach Plaid or Qapital’s user base.
Full research reports from these partnerships will be published in 2017.

Our key insights
Through this prototyping work and our research, we gained a couple of key insights:
Food is a focus.
Through a series of qualitative and quantitative interviews, we found that an
overwhelming majority of respondents cite “eating out” as the main area where they
would be able to cut back on spending if they had an expense or income shock.
Social Proof can impact people’s budgeting in certain spending categories.
We can utilize social proof, the principle of showing what others like you are doing, to
help people cut back on spending in certain categories, such as food. Given this finding,
we are partnering with Plaid to create a prototype that will show people how their
expenses compare in certain categories, with the hopes of helping people reduce those
expenses.
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Present bias is ever-present.
Through a series of studies, we show that people have a tendency to spend now, rather
than in the future, even when the future is only a couple of minutes away.
Budgeting decisions tend to focus on max vs. marginal happiness.
Through a series of budgeting games, we show that people make irrational budgeting
decisions. While the correct way to optimize happiness is to focus on marginal utility,
people make budgeting decisions based on their average or max utility.
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Given our focus on reducing expenses for LMI families, we partnered with Plaid, a company
that sits at the intersection of—and builds a bridge between—finance and technology whose
mission is to power innovation in financial services while making it simpler and more secure.
Today, Plaid powers thousands of financial technology applications that help millions of
people lead better financial lives.

Behavioral diagnosis
To understand people’s expenses, we analyzed yearly, quarterly, and monthly spending data for
200,000 Plaid users. This dataset allowed us to get a base line of how much people spend at the
category level. In addition, we conducted a number of in-person qualitative interviews in street fairs
and subway stations across San Francisco and launched two experiments on Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk to test early hypotheses.
In general, we were interested in tackling two questions:
Where can people cut their spending?
How can we use social comparison to reduce spending in certain categories?
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Key insights
The data collected from our behavioral diagnosis revealed a number of findings, including:
Food is a focus.
An overwhelming majority of respondents cite “eating out” as the main area where they
can cut back on spending. In addition, close to 40% of those interviewed mentioned
having a spending “rule of thumb” around eating out or buying groceries.
Social Proof can impact people’s budgeting in certain spending categories.
We ran an experiment on Amazon Turk asking participants to input their monthly budget
across a number of categories. Then each participant received feedback that they were
either overspending or underspending when compared to others like them across 3
categories:
Groceries
Transportation
Entertainment
Lastly, participants were asked if they were interested in altering their budget for the next
month.
Our findings show that our social proof intervention impacted monthly budgets for groceries
and entertainment, but not for transportation. This difference indicates that a social proof
intervention is likely to be most effective when limited to hedonic expenditures rather than
utilitarian expenditures, which are harder to cut back.

Our approach
We are working with Plaid to estimate food and other category level expenditures for people in
certain income brackets and locations. We will use these insights to create a prototype that shows
people how their expenses compare to others.
We are still in the development phase of our prototype. This prototype is meant to serve as a guide
for the number of companies that can, and should, show expense comparisons when appropriate.
We believe our prototype will be a useful tool for all practitioners, helping them implement social
proof in their consumer facing designs and, in turn, help them curb user spending.
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In order to help individuals reduce their spending, we first have to analyze which expenditures
people regret, and therefore, want to cut back in the future.

Behavioral diagnosis
To answer this question, we partnered with Qapital, a mobile banking application that helps people
save money through features like automatic savings, transfers, sharing goals through social media,
and customizable savings rules.
Together, we designed a sleek survey tool where users link their bank account in order to reflect on
past purchases. For our survey, users click a link, sign consent through a Qualtrics form, log in to
their bank through the survey tool and rate the most recent 40 transactions on a scale from “1 –
Highly Regrettable” to “100 – A Great Decision.”
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Figure [9]: Screenshot of prototype.
As users rate their transactions, the survey automatically differentiates between the type of account,
the type of expense (personal, family, or business), the frequency of the expense (recurring vs. not),
and the spending category. If any of these specifications are incorrect in the eyes of the user, they
can quickly correct them.

Our approach
Through this survey, we hope to learn about how people experience broad classes of spending
including:
Do people tend to regret spending on electronics more than they do on eating out?
How regrettable do people find recurring bills versus one-time fees?
Are there any categories in which spending is almost always a good thing, in the eyes
of a consumer?
We are still collecting data. Findings from this study will inform future work with fin-tech partners
and how we can help people reduce their spending.
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Aside from partnering with credit unions, fin-tech companies, and nonprofits, we also strive to be a
thought leader in the space by conducting studies in the lab. Below, we detail a theoretical study
we conducted which helps explain why we tend to spend in the present, without regard for the
future.

Study on present bias and spending behavior
In general, people have difficulty spending money in a balanced way. We spend too much money at
the beginning of the month, after we get our paychecks, and end up with too little at the end of the
month. We also spend too much money while we are young, so that we have too little left for our old
days. What drives us to spend our money too soon, and what can we do about it? We ran an
experiment that examines these questions.

Intervention and behavioral economic principles
We ran an experiment at the North Carolina State Fair. The Fair is a good place to look for irrational
spending. Participants played a very simple bowling game. This game had the essential ingredients
to look at spending behavior: a budget, diminishing marginal utility of spending, and a temptation to
spend too early.
Each participant received 15 balls for 10 rounds of bowling, and they were free to choose how many
balls they wanted to throw in which round. The 15 balls were the participant’s “budget”, throwing the
balls was like “spending” the budget, and the 10 rounds provided a temptation to spend too early.
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In each of the 10 rounds, 10 new pins were lined up.
At each moment in the game, the participant could choose to either throw a ball at the (remaining)
pins, or to move to the next round and get 10 new pins. For each pin knocked over, the participant
had a chance to earn 25 cents. In throwing a ball, there was no skill involved: One ball just knocked
over a random number of the remaining pins.

Figure [10]: Screenshot of bowling game.
The tempting, but bad, strategy is to keep on throwing balls in one round until the very last pin is hit.
An ideal strategy is to throw only one or two balls of your total each round, and then move on to the
next round and start with a new set of 10 pins to knock down. It is much better to “save” those balls
for later, when there are more pins you can hit per ball.
The worst situation to encounter is to have no balls left to throw at a playing field full of pins. So
rational players will spread their throwing over the different rounds. This feature of the game is also
true of reality: Because every extra dollar spent early on brings increasingly less happiness, we
should space out our spending more over time, to have more to spend later in the month when we
need those same dollars more.
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The problem is that people tend to look at the world through a present bias, where we think a lot
more about the present, rather than the future. In our game, present bias means that participants
are tempted to keep throwing balls in the round they are in, rather than wait for a more opportune
moment in the future.
Our goal was to quantify the intensity of this bias, so we scored participants on this tendency, with a
score that ranged from 1 if they used all their balls in the first round (1 = fully present biased) to 0 if
they spread throwing perfectly evenly (0 = no present bias), and to –1 if they threw all their balls in
the last round (–1 = fully future biased).

Results and potential impact
Most participants exhibited present bias, and this present bias made people lose money.
Participants who had little present bias did well and hit 65 pins on average. But if you look at all
participants, they hit on average only 59 pins, almost 10% less. In dollars, this meant that people
forwent $1.50 in just a few minutes.

PARTICIPANTS WHO HAD LITTLE
PRESENT BIAS DID WELL
COMPARED
TO ALL PARTICIPANTS, WHO HIT
ALMOST 10% LESS
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Figure [11]: Most people exhibit present bias.
In line with our casual day-to-day observations, we are bad at spending in a balanced way, and this
present bias makes us spend too early. People fail to balance spending even in a simple game that
lasts only a few minutes.
The results of this study help us to understand why we have such a strong propensity to spend now,
rather than in the future. Moreover, the game provides a platform in which to test hypotheses about
how to overcome present bias.
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In addition to partnering with credit unions, fin-tech companies, and non-profits, we also strive to be
a thought leader in the space by conducting studies in the lab. One such study provides a strong
theoretical framework for we make budgeting decisions between categories.

Study on Effective Budgeting
There is evidence that, when people budget, they do not do it rationally (Kourilsky & Murray, 1981).
That is, they don’t work towards a budget that gets them as much happiness as possible for each
dollar they spend. In this study, we investigated whether people budget in a rational way, and how
we can help them to budget more judiciously.
Rational budgeting requires that people think about the benefits and costs of small changes.
Suppose I have a weekly budget, and I have $300 for food and $100 for entertainment. To determine
whether this is a good budget, I should consider the benefits and costs of small changes in the
budget. If I take one dollar from my food budget and put it in my entertainment budget, what is the
cost of eating less well, and what is the benefit of having more entertainment? If the benefit of
having more entertainment outweighs the cost of eating less well, I should transfer the dollar from
my food budget to my entertainment budget. And I should continue to transfer dollars until it is no
longer true that the benefit of having more entertainment outweighs the cost of eating less well.
Economists call this marginal thinking, thinking about small changes.
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We hypothesize people make errors in marginal reasoning, and we look for solutions. We
hypothesize that people don’t think about the impact of small changes, but that they just think about
how happy consumption in either category makes them on average. Moreover, we hypothesize that
consumption episodes that make people extremely happy have too much influence on their
budgeting decision. To test this hypothesis, we ran a series of experiments on budgeting across a
number of categories.

Intervention and behavioral economic principles
In a series of budgeting games, subjects allocated money to two budget categories. Some subjects
focused on how small differences in budget allocations would impact their happiness (“marginal
utility”), which is the correct way to do it. However, we tempted some subjects to focus on how
happy consumption in either of these categories makes them on average (“average utility”). And we
tempted others to focus on consumption episodes that made them extremely happy (“maximal
utility”).
In the budgeting games, subjects receive information on the (diminishing) return to buying items in
2 categories (gems and precious stones), they make a binding decision on the allocation, and earn
money depending on their items.

Figure [12]: Screenshot of the budgeting simulation.

Results and Potential Impact
In the Control condition, most people made a rational budgeting decision (the error was $0). In
contrast, when there was a decoy (high average or high maximum utility of items in the suboptimal
budget category), many people made a fully irrational budgeting decision (the error was $3).
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Figure [13]: Proportion of errors of different sizes, in the different conditions.
In the Control treatment, there is a clear mode for $0 error in budgeting. In contrast, in all the other
conditions, the distribution is bimodal: While $0 error is still a peak, there is a second peak for fully
irrational behavior (an error of $3).
This provides evidence for an average bias and a maximum bias in marginal reasoning. This,
according to our knowledge, is a novel finding in behavioral economics. What it means is that when
someone is considering to transfer some money from his food budget to his entertainment budget,
he is probably not thinking about small changes: about how much happiness he would loose from
consuming a bit less food, and how much happiness he would gain from a bit more entertainment.
Instead, he might be thinking something like: “Oh, I really like food, because I love my Friday night
restaurant visits with my friends! I want more money in my food budget!”
These Friday night restaurant visits, however, should not determine his budgeting though, because
it is not something he would want to cut (it is too nice to cut), and it is also not something he can
add more of (because there are only so many Friday nights on a month). He should think about
things like his sporadic afternoon snacks: this is something he might cut, or add more of. But it
doesn’t easily come to mind.
The results of this study are ground breaking and we plan to partner with budgeting companies like
MoneyComb, to create better budgeting tools for consumers. MoneyComb is an app that helps
consumers reduce their spending, while increasing their happiness by focusing consumers
spending on the things that matter to them. Now we know which errors people make, and we have a
platform to study these errors, we can test solutions.
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